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Sikelia is synonymous of luxury and tranquillity, a place to discover the many contrasts 
of the volcanic island of Pantelleria an exclusive land unchanged by time.
Stylish suites housed in ancient dammusi dwellings bring together strict monastic interior 
architecture and refined contemporary elegance. An elegant and exclusive destination 
surrounded by ancient white vaults. A rugged, charming island portrayed in the harmony 
between metal, glass and the highest quality fabrics.

1 Mini Suite - Feeling Home

2 Pantesche Suites - Mystic Contemplation

5 Executive Suites - Volumes of Light

6 Master Suites - African Emotions

6 Iconic Suites - Unique Shades

20 Suites

Free Wi-Fi

Air conditioning

TV Satellite

iPod & Docking Station

Direct telephone 

Safe

Mini Bar

Morettino coffee machine

Bathrobe, slippers, and other accessories

Frette cotton or linen sheets, at your choice

Bedding Set Menu

Turn down service

Hèrmes amenities

Butler on request for Iconic Suites

Themà Restaurant (regular capacity of 40 
people, 100 for outdoor events)

Lounge sitting room e Bar

Aperitifs served on our typical Dammusi 
white cupolas

Room service

Swimming pool

Beauty treatments in our “Giardino Pantesco”

Laundry service

Complimentary transfers to and from 
the local airport

Concierge service including travel plans 
and arrangments to main international 
airports, organization of boat tours 
and excursions with the diving centre, 
car rental service, guided tour and wine 
tasting at the Coste Ghirlanda Wine Estate, 
hiking and trekking tailor made experiences 
accompanied by local expert guides

Multilingual staff

All suites are equipped with all modern comfort and much more:



The Wine Estate “Coste Ghirlanda” and its vineyards are some of the most beautiful landscapes 
around the globe, the dry and complex lands in which our internationally renound wines 
are born. Pantelleria is the ultimate destination for wine tourism, as the island holds 
the only vineyards worldwide whose practice of cultivation has been recognized as part 
of Unesco’s World Heritage. 
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TIMELESS
Timeless is a word which contains Sikelia’s byzantine name origins and its essence, a place 
separated from time and space where our senses are enveloped in nature.

HIDDEN
The Island stands hidden between Sicily and Africa as a concealed haven of peace and serenity, 
and a refuge from the rest of the modern world. Privacy as a life style and not a choice.

INTENSE 
The flavours of our cuisine are reminiscent of different cultures and the island’s natural scents.

UNIQUE
We pride ourselves in the beauty of each of our Suites, all diverse yet equally elegant, 
as we live with joy in a land who’s contrasting landscapes provide us with new emotional 
experiences everyday.

4 good reasons not to miss Sikelia and Pantelleria

Sikelia as an artistic and emotional experience.

Our Winery

Sikelia Luxury Retreat
via Monastero — 91017 Pantelleria (TP) Italia      
T +39 0923 408120 — +39 334 2660154 
reservation@sikeliapantelleria.com
www.sikeliapantelleria.com


